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PLDS STEP BY STEP
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

PLDS - (this category is hidden from non-PLDS)

1- If you do not have a PLDS number start by looking over products in the Back-end Products Catalog or
Retail category of the CGA store or the PLDS category if you have access.

    (Your savings will be 50% off retail then 20% off the balance.)
    NOTE* Not all products are available to PLDS, if it is listed in the PLDS category it is available for you to sell.
     If you see a product you want to sell but it is not listed in the PLDS category email us and we may include it.
2- Complete the PLDS application. (For access to the PLDS category and discounts)
3- Decide on your logo, label, product name etc…
4- Once you receive your PLDS number, login to the store and look over the PLDs category.
            Login - top left corner of site - Here
5- Decide on the products you want to carry and the bottle size. In this catalog you will see 4 ounce and 8 ounce
bottles as well as 50ml glass. Make your choice from here.
6- Once you know the products and bottle size you can start creating labels. Have your graphic artist do it
or have CGA create labels for you. You do not need to actually print labels, CGA prints your labels every
time you order, (print on demand).
7- Now order 1 of every product for photography, or have your graphic artist create mock-up versions.
8- Now that you have photos or mock-ups of your products list them on your shopping cart and other sales
avenues.
9- Make a sale, collect the money and come to CGA PLDS category and order EXACTLY what your
customer ordered. (Each customer is a separate order).
10- We receive your order with your customer information in the “Ship To” box, along with your PLDS
number and the return address you want placed on the shipping label.
You place your info, address and email in the “Billing” section.
You receive a confirmation to your email, once we process the order we send a completed email to you
and you can add the tracking number to your customers order (on your cart) to notify the buyer.
Your customers never know the package or products were sent from CGA.
NOTE* DO NOT PLACE YOUR CUSTOMER EMAIL IN THE BILLING SECTION.

PLDS can place up to 10 orders daily. Orders consist of multiple products in one box going to one customer.
Once you average 10 or more orders daily we require you to pre-purchase 7 days advance stock.
Without advance stock your shipments may take up to 3 days before shipping.

Without advance stock we must bottle, cap, and print labels on demand for each of your orders
as they are placed.
If you keep a stock of items we can pick and pack much faster.
(If you do not want to keep pre-paid inventory change your shipping time to 3 days.)

All returns, customer service, taxes and all aspects of this order and all private label orders you place with CGA
are handled by you. CGA is a supplier, we are not responsible for your sales practices, customer service, liability,
warranties or guarantees, customer returns, refunds, labeling and the failure to warn consumers about the non-obvious
dangers resulting from the normal intended use of a product. We do not insure you or provide any type of insurance
including liability insurance.

See our Terms, and privacy policy

https://Clearguardarmor.com/Backend-Products-Catalog.pdf
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/?product_cat=retail-products
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/plds/
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/
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4 & 8 OUNCE
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

PISTON

4347BT8

4309BM4

4 Ounce 120ml
Clear Pet Plastic
Black fine mist closure
Plastic cap

8 Ounce 240ml
Clear Pet Plastic
Black Trigger Sprayer closure

PISTON
4 Ounce (120ml)
Label: 3 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 3.5 x 4.75

PISTON
8 Ounce (240ml)
Label: 3 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 4.5 x 6

PISTON

Shrink Bands Not Available for Piston Bottles
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4-8 OUNCES
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

5311BM8

Natural Pet Plastic
Black fine mist closure
Plastic cap

5324BM4

Natural Pet Plastic
Black fine mist closure
Plastic cap

Natural plastic is not quite white, and not quite clear. It can be slightly opaque, or may be almost clear

Cosmic
4 Ounce (120ml)
Label: 3 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 3 x 4.75

Cosmic
8 Ounce (240ml)
Label: 3 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 5 x 5.5
Shrink Bands Available
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4-8 OUNCES Ceramics
CLEARGUARD ARMOR

2614BM8

Clear Pet Plastic
Black fine mist closure
Plastic cap

2612BM4

Clear Pet Plastic
Black fine mist closure
Plastic cap

Cosmic
4 Ounce (120ml)
Label: 3 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 3.5 x 4.5

Cosmic
8 Ounce (240ml)
Label: 3 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 5 x 5.5
Shrink Bands Available
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50 ML GLASS
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

4622BTE50

50 Caliber
Amber Glass
Black Tamper Evident Cap
Orifice Drip Insert
50ml
Label: 2 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 2.25 x 4.25

Tamper Evident Caps w/Orifice Drip or Dropper

4608WTE50

50 Caliber
Amber Glass
Black Tamper Evident Cap
Orifice Drip Insert
50ml
Label: 2 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 2.25 x 4.25
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50 ML GLASS
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

4708WTE50

50 Caliber
Blue Glass
White Tamper Evident Cap
Orifice Drip Insert
50ml
Label: 2 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 2.25 x 4.25

Tamper Evident Caps w/Orifice Drip or Dropper

50 Caliber
Blue Glass
Black Tamper Evident Cap
Orifice Drip Insert
50ml
Label: 2 in H x 4 in W
Max Label: 2.25 x 4.25

4704BTE50
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YOU PRINT WE APPLY
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

Label Sizes (1st number is Tall, 2nd is Wide)
Always Check with CGA for Final Label Size.

4oz: 3x4
8oz 3x4
50ml glass: 2x4
Polish:   4x6

See Label Catalog for dozens of ready made labels. (HERE)

When CGA prints your standard BOPP labels on demand
these are the finished sizes.

If you Physically print your own labels each bottle type has max label
size listed with it. If you design your own labels and CGA prints|
on demand for your orders, the label sizes must be as shown here and NOT max size..

If You Want To Send Printed Labels To CGA:

If PLS or PLDS would like to send printed labels into our facility for any of the products they wish to label,
CGA will store your labels but will not be responsible for theft, loss or tracking of total labels used.
We will do our best to apprise you of labels in low stock.

We can not guess if you will order 12 or 1000 of an item.

Each label will incur a storage fee of $3 per month per label per 12x12 area, payable in yearly increments.
Labels must be pre-cut to size, peel and stick in roll  (sheet may be okay in low volume).

Each label is allowed up to 1 sq ft. (12x12x12)
We do not place multiple labels in one 12x12 area.
Each label for ease of picking and identification will occupy one 12x12 area.
If customer would like labels returned they simply need to pay S&H.
We will invoice you the label storage fee after we receive your labels.

Labels should have at minimum the last 4 digits of your PL or PLDS # 1234 and the product order number.
(ex: 1234-c5)
Optional date or additional identifier is helpful if you update a label you can specify exactly what label to use.
(ex: 1234-c5-319)

Complete this form once labels are ready to send, packaged, and have tracking number.

https://clearguardarmor.com/Private-Label-Catalog.pdf
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/label-storage
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THANK YOU
Ceramics

CLEARGUARD ARMOR

If you have a special request let us know what bottle you would like.

The custom bottle option is only available to PLDS that pre-order inventory
of 70 or more (using this custom bottle).

Questions@clearguardarmor.com

Go To Our Contact Form

https://clearguardarmor.com/store/contact-us/

